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Follow-up of 1990 Graduates 
Tracing component

SEL

CASEID: 1234567

>SEL< No.  of ATTEMPTS: 0

GRADUATE: Name

     Telephone: (  )-

SELECT A TELEPHONE NUMBER: Res. 1 Res. 2 Res.3 Res.4 Res.5  SOURCE

Graduate Home <1>

Graduate Work  <2>

Contact Home   <3> 

Contact Work   <4> 

Other Number   <5> 

Other Number   <6>

Other Number   <7>

Other Number   <8> 

Other Number   <9> 

Other Number   <0>

(current office time: ##:##) (respondent's time: ##:## )

c completed processing for this attempt (no contact)

t send for manual tracing (this case requires further research) - “91”

u untraceable unit  (this option removes the case from the sample) -"39"- Final Status

Note: Code 99 - returned from tracing
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DISP

CASEID: 1234567

>DISP< No. of ATTEMPTS: 0 

GRADUATE: NAME

  Dial:  ###-###-#### (current office time: ##:##) (respondent's time:  ##:##)

 0 someone answers

 8 Cancel appointment information & return to selection screen

70 ring - no answer

11 regular busy signal

71 telephone answering service/machine, babysitter, call forward

10 non-working number

12 strange noise, fast busy signal, dead silence, fax machine

13 repeated wrong number
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INTR

CASEID: 1234567

>INTR<

Previous contact:_______________________

Hello, I'm .................... from Statistics Canada. 

May I speak with (fill respondent name)

who graduated from (fill institution) in 1990.

Have I reached (telephone number).

We're conducting a follow-up survey of 1990 graduates to add to the information

[fill respondent] gave us in 1992. The results will be used to identify labour shortages by 

occupation and to guide students in their choice of field of study and institutions in the 

courses they provide.While participation in the survey is voluntary, the answers are 

important and will be kept confidential under the Statistics Act.

 0 graduate available

 2 arrange call back appointment

 3 wrong number: apologize & redial

85 graduate not at this telephone number (but tracing information obtained)

86 dead-end telephone number  (graduate cannot be traced through this number)

37 graduate is no longer in Canada

 8 cancel appointment information and return to SEL (selection) screen

 9 reassign to French speaking interviewer

31 refusal

32 non-interview due to illness - Final Status Code

33 non-interview due to language problems - Final Status Code

34 other non-interview due to death, unknown, etc. - Final Status Code

36 respondent unavailable for the duration of the survey - Final Status CodeFor i
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OBJ

CASEID: 1234567

>obj<

GRADUATE:  NAME, Sex, Date of Birth,  Occupation, Employer, 

                        Highest level of education (1992) 

                        1990 Qualification:__________________

                        Institution name:____________________

     Address:  Address and Postal code

     New Name and Address: (if applicable)

CONTACT:  First Name, Surname, 

Contact Address: Address and Postal code

Contact Telephone: 

Telephone: (###) ###-####

Hello I'm ........... from Statistics Canada. We're conducting a follow-up survey of

1990 graduates to add to the information you gave us in 1992. The results will be used to 

identify labour shortages by occupation and to guide students in their choice of field of

study and institutions in the courses they provide. While participation is voluntary, your

answers are important and will be kept confidential under the Statistics Act.

My supervisor is working with me today and may listen

 to the interview to evaluate the survey.

 0 continue interview

 2 arrange call back appointment

 9 reassign to French speaking interviewer

31 refusal

32 non-interview due to illness - Final Status Code

33 non-interview due to language problems - Final Status Code

34 other non-interview due to death, unknown, etc. - Final Status Code

36 respondent unavailable for the duration of the survey - Final Status Code

SCRN

During 1990, did you complete a [fill Degree] at [fill Inst]?

1 Yes, qualification and institution correct [goto CONF]

2 Qualification correct but institution different [goto SCRY]

3 Qualification different but institution correct [goto SCRY]

4 No to both (ENTER NOTES) [goto SEL]

r refused [goto CONF]
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SCRY

What is your YEAR of birth?

(1900 -1980)

x don’t know

r refusal

XXXX

The response will be checked against BDYR;

if there is a match or year of birth is not available, 

the interview will proceed, [goto CONF] 

if there is not a match, end contact [goto SEL]

CONF  Confirm the following information with the respondent: 

GRADUATE INFORMATION

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 Graduate Name: A.  Bcde

New:_________________________

2 Gender: M/F

New:_________________________

3 Date of Birth: Jan.  1, 1900

New:_________________________

4 Telephone: 123-456-7890

New:_________________________

5 Address: 1 First Ave.

New:_________________________

City, Province Small Town, Big Prov.

New:_________________________

Postal code: H0H 0H0

New:_________________________

6 Original work number: 456-789-0123

New:_________________________

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9 wrong respondent

0 updates completed, continue

r refused
For i
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Follow-up of 1990 Graduates
Questionnaire Component

____________________________________________________________________________________

Section A: Last week

____________________________________________________________________________________

A0 Time Stamp

A1 A5

Last week, did you work at a job or a business? Will you usually work 30 or more hours per week?

1 yes [goto A11] 1 yes

3 no 3 no [goto A6]

x don't know x don't know

r refused r refused

A2

Last week, did you have a job or business at which A6

you did not work? What is the reason you will usually work less than

1 yes [goto A3] 30 hours per week?

3 no 1 Full-time work is under 30 hours a

x don't know  week.

r refused 2 Did not want full-time work.

   [goto A4] 3 Own illness or disability.

A3 5 Going to school. [goto A12]

Were you absent from work because of a 6 Could only find part-time work.

temporary layoff? 7 Other [goto A6A]

1 yes x don't know

3 no r refused

x don't know    [goto A11]

r refused

[goto A11] A6A

A4 <50 charac>

Last week, did you have a job to start at a definite r refused

date in the future? [goto A11]

1 yes [goto A5]

3 no A7

x don't know Last week, were you looking for a job?

r refused 1 yes [goto A8]

   [goto A7] 3 no [goto A10]

[goto A11]

4 Personal or family responsibilities.

Specify OTHER reason.

x don't know

r refused

   [goto A11]
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A8 A12

Were you looking for a full-time job? Were you enrolled full-time or part-time?

1 yes [goto A11] 1 full-time

3 no 2 part-time

x don't know x don't know

r refused r refused

A9 A13

Were you looking for a job at which you would Time Stamp

usually work 30 or more hours per week? If A1 or A2 = 1 [goto B0]

1 yes Otherwise [goto E0]

3 no _______________________________________

x don't know

r refused

   [goto A11]

A10

What was the main reason you did not look for a B0

job last week? Time Stamp

1 Own illness or disability

2 Personal or family responsibilities B1

3 Going to school [goto A12] If  Empl > 'BLANK' [goto B2]

4 No longer interested in finding a job Otherwise [goto B4]

5 Waiting for recall (to a former job)

6 Has already found a new job B2

7 Waiting for replies from employer Employer - (fill EMPL)

8 Could not find the kind of job wanted Last week, did you have a job with...

9 Discouraged with looking (fill EMPL)

10 No reason given 1 yes [goto B3]

11 Other [goto A10A] 3 no

x don't know 4 employer not legible

r refused x don't know

    [goto A11] r refused

A10A

Specify OTHER reason. B3

<50 charac> Have you held a job with that employer

r refused continuously since June 1992? (Include time off

A11 labour disputes or temporary layoffs.)

Last week, were you enrolled in any credit courses 1 yes [goto B5]

at an educational or training institution? 3 no

1 yes [goto A12] x don't know

3 no r refused

x don't know

r refused

[goto A13]

Section B. Details of continuous job (Same job

as in 1992)

_______________________________________

   [goto B4]

for illness, maternity/ paternity leave,  vacations,For i
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B4 B9

Did you have more than one job or business last In this work, what were your most important

week? activities or duties? (Get full description, e.g.,

1 yes teaching geography, managing a research

3 no lab,selling shoes.)

x don't know <50 charac>

r refused r refused

   [goto B39]

B5 In June 1992, did you do the same kind of work

Did you have more than one job or business last and activities or duties?

week? 1 yes

1 yes [goto B6] 3 no [goto B16A]

3 no x don't know

x don't know r refused

r refused    [goto B12]

   [goto B7]

B6 In June 1992 you were working as a ....( fill

Last week was your main job with...(fill OCCU)... Since then, have you changed the kind

EMPL)...? (The main job refers to the job usually of work, activities or duties you were doing?

worked at for the most number of hours.) 1 yes [goto B14]

1 yes [goto B7] 3 no

3 no 4 Occupation incorrect [goto B14]

x don't know x don't know

r refused r refused

   [goto B39]    [goto B12]

B7 B12

If  OCCU > 'BLANK' [goto B11] Last week, were you a paid worker or self-

Otherwise [goto B8] employed?

B8 2 self-employed [goto B25]

What kind of work did you usually do at that job? 3 Other (e.g. , unpaid family worker)

(Get full description, e.g., elementary school [goto B29]

teacher, manager of a biological research x don't know

department, shoe salesperson.) r refused

<50 charac>

r refused

[goto B9]

B10

B11

1 Paid worker
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B13 B16B

Is this a permanent position or a temporary What month did you start these new activities or

position? duties?

1 Permanent ( There was  no 1 January  7 July

   indication that the job would end 2 February  8 August

  at some definite point in time. 3 March  9 September

  e.g., hired  permanently with no 4 April 10 October

  specified term.) 5 May 11 November

2 Temporary (There was a 6 June 12 December

  definite indication that the job

  would terminate at some specified x don't know

  point in time, e.g, hired for a six- r refused

  month term.)

x don't know B16C

r refused If B11=’1' and [(B16A< ‘1992') or 

   [goto B23] (B16A = ‘1992' and B16B < ‘6')]

B14 Otherwise [goto B17]

What kind of work did you usually do at the

(main) job you had last week? (Get full B16D

description, e.g., elementary school teacher, You indicated earlier that you changed the kind of

manager of biological research department, work you do since June 1992.  Is this correct?

shoe salesperson.) 1 yes - change year and/or month 

<50 charac> [goto B16A]

x don't know 3 no  - change B11 [goto B11]

r refused x don’t know

B15

In this work, what were your most important B17

activities or duties? (Get full description, e.g., Was the educational program you completed in

teaching geography, managing a research 1990 intended to prepare you for this job?

lab,selling shoes.) 1 yes

<50 charac> 3 no

x don't know x don't know

r refused r refused

B16A

What year did you start these new activities or

duties?

_______ (1950 - 1995) [goto B16B]

x don't know

r refused

[goto B17]

[goto B16D]

r refusal
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B18

Last week, were you a paid worker or self-

employed? 9 Some university (incl. university

1 Paid worker transfer in Alta. and B.C.)

2 Self-employed [goto B25] 10 University diploma or certificate

3 Other (e.g., unpaid family worker) below bachelor's level

[goto B29] 11 Degree, level not specified

x don't know 12 Bachelor's degree (e.g., B.A., 

r refused B.Sc., B.Ed.)

B19 level not specified

Is this a permanent position or a temporary 14 University diploma or certificate 

position? above bachelor's level but below 

1 Permanent ( There was  no master's level

   indication that the job would end 15 Master's degree (e.g., M.A., M.Sc., 

  at some definite point in time. M.Ed.)

  e.g., hired  permanently with no 16 Degree in medicine, dentistry,

  specified term.) veterinary medicine, law,optometry

2 Temporary (There was a or theology (M.D.,  D.D.S, D.M.D,

  definite indication that the job D.V.M. LL.B., O.D., M.DIV.)

  would terminate at some specified 17 Earned Ph.D. (e.g. Doctorate, 

  point in time, e.g, hired for a six- D.Sc., D.Ed.)

  month term.) 18 Other [goto B20A]

x don't know r refused

r refused  [goto B21]

B20 B20A

When you were selected for  that job, what level of Please specify OTHER.

education was needed to get the job? <50 charac>

x don't know r refused

1 No qualifications specified

[goto B22] B21

High School:

2 Some high school [goto B22] specific field of study?

3 High school diploma/certificate 1 yes [goto B21A]

[goto B22] 3 no

General Postsecondary:

4 Some postsecondary education (level r refused

 not specified)    [goto B22]

Trade or Vocational:

5 Some trade-vocational

6 Trade or vocational diploma/certificate

College:

7 Some college, CEGEP or similar 

institution, incl. nursing school

8 Diploma or certificate from college, 

CEGEP or similar institution incl.

nursing school

University:

13 University diploma or certificate, 

Did the employer specify that it must be in a

x don't knowFor i
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B21A below bachelor's level

What field(s) of study? (If two of equal 11 Degree, level not specified

importance, enter both.) 12 Bachelor's degree (e.g., B.A.,

<1 - 50 charac> First field of study B.Sc., B.Ed.)

<2 - 50 charac> Second field of study 13 University diploma or certificate,

x don't know level not specified

r refused 14 University diploma or certificate

B22 but below master's level

Did the employer specify that related work 15 Master's degree (e.g., M.A., M.Sc.,

experience was essential for that job? M.Ed.)

1 yes 16 Degree in medicine, dentistry,

3 no veterinary medicine, law,

x don't know optometry or theology (M.D., 

r refused D.D.S,  D.M.D,  D.V.M.,

B23 17 Earned Ph.D. (e.g. Doctorate,

Has the level of education required to get this job D.Sc., D.Ed.)

changed since you started it? 18 Other    [goto B24A]

1 yes [goto B24] r refused

3 no  [goto B25]

x don't know

r refused B24A

   [goto B25] Please specify OTHER.

B24 x don't know

What level of education is required for this job r refused

now?

x don't know B25

1 No qualifications specified In this job, to what extent did you use any of the

High School:

2 Some high school completed in 1990? Would you say...

3 High school diploma/certificate 1 to a great extent

General Postsecondary:

4 Some postsecondary education (level 3 very little

not specified) 4 or not at all

Trade or Vocational:

5 Some trade-vocational r refused

6 Trade or vocational diploma/certificate

College:

7 Some college, CEGEP or similar 

institution, incl. nursing school

8 Diploma or certificate from college, 

CEGEP or similar institution incl.

nursing school

University:

9 Some university (incl. university

transfer in Alta. and B.C.)

10 University diploma or certificate

above bachelor's level

LL.B., O.D., M.DIV.)

<50 charac>

skills acquired from the educational program you

2 to some extent

x don't knowFor i
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B26 How many hours a week did you usually work at

Considering all aspects of the job you had last that job? (If it "varies" , ask  for an average of

week, how satisfied were you with the job? the last four weeks.)

Would you say you were... ___ hours (1-130)

1 very satisfied? (if greater than 89, confirm)

2 satisfied? x don't know

3 dissatisfied? r refused

4 very dissatisfied?

x don't know B29A

r refused If B29 > 29 hours 

B27 Otherwise [goto B30]

Considering the duties and responsibilities of that

job, how satisfied were you with the money you B30

made? Would you say that you were... What is the reason you usually worked less than

1 very satisfied? 30 hours per week?

2 satisfied? 1 Full-time work is under 30 hours a 

3 dissatisfied? week. [goto B39]

4 very dissatisfied? 2 Did not want full-time work.

x don't know [goto B35]

r refused 3 Own illness or disability.

B27A 5 Going to school.

If ((B12 or B18) = 1,X or R)     [goto B28B] 6 Could only find part-time work.

Otherwise ((B12 or B18) = 2))     [goto B28A] 7 Other [goto B30A]

B28A r refused

Working your usual hours, approximately what    [goto B31]

would be your personal gross annual earnings?

(Record to the nearest dollar) B30A

$______,____   (1-999,994) Specify OTHER reason.

(If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994) <50 charac>

x don't know x don't know

r refused r refused

   [goto B29]

B28B Last week, did you have a job to start at a definite

Working your usual hours, approximately what date in the future?

would be your annual earnings before taxes and 1 yes [goto B32]

deductions at that job? 3 no

(Record to the nearest dollar) x don't know

$______,____   (1-999,994) r refused

(If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994)    [goto B34]

x don't know

r refused

B29

or B29 = x or r [goto B39]

4 Personal or family responsibilities.

x don't know

B31
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B32 B35

Will you usually work 30 or more hours per week In the job that you held last week, did you ever

at that job? work full-time for a period of six months or more

1 yes since January 1992? By this we mean doing the

3 no [goto B33] same kind of work for the same employer.

x don't know 1 yes [goto B39]

r refused 3 no

   [goto B35] x don't know

B33

What is the reason you will usually work less than B36

30 hours per week? Since January 1992, did you ever work at that job

1 Full-time work is under 30 hours a for 30 hours or more per week for a period of six

week. [goto B35] months or more?

2 Did not want full-time work. 1 yes [goto B39]

[goto B35] 3 no

3 Own illness or disability. x don't know

4 Personal or family responsibilities. r refused

5 Going to school.

6 Could only find part-time work. B37

7 Other [goto B33A] Since January 1992, did you ever have a full-time

x don't know job which lasted six months or more?

r refused 1 yes [goto B39]

   [goto B34] 3 no

B33A r refused

 Specify OTHER reason.

<50 charac> B38

x don't know Since January 1992, did you ever have a job at

r refused which you usually worked 30 or more hours per

B34 1 yes

Last week, were you looking for a full-time job or 3 no

a job at which you would usually work 30 or more x don't know

hours per week? r refused

1 yes

3 no B39

x don't know Time Stamp

r refused If (B3 = 1) or (B4 = 1,3,x or r)

r refused

x don't know

week and which lasted six months or more?

 or (B6 = 3,x,or r) [goto C0]

Otherwise [goto G0]
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_______________________________________ C3

Section C: Details of current main job

 (Last week job not the same as 1992) manager of a biological research department,

_______________________________________ shoe salesperson.)

C0 x don't know

Time Stamp r refused

The work history of the respondent is used to C4

determine the correct start point for details of In this work, what were your most important

current job. (e.g. - whether they had more than activities or duties? (Get full description,

one job last week, whether they were working for  e.g., teaching geography, managing a research

the same employer but not continuously, if the lab, selling shoes.)

employers name is missing or incomprehensible) <50 charac>

If B3 = (3, x, r) and B4 = 1     [goto C1A] r refused

Else if B3 = (3, x, r) and B4 # 1   [goto C2]

Else if B3 = (1, Blank) and (B4 = 1 C5

or B6 = (3, x, r))     [goto C1A] Was the educational program you completed in

Otherwise     [goto C1] 1990 intended to prepare you for this job?

C1 3 no

For whom did you work? x don't know

(Name of business, government department or r refused

agency, or person.)

<50 charac > C6

x don't know Last week, were you a paid worker or self-

r refused employed?

[goto C2] 1 Paid worker

C1A 3 Other (e.g., unpaid family worker)

For whom did you work at your  main job last [goto C20]

week, that is, the one at which you worked the x don't know

most number of hours?  (Name of business, r refused

government department or agency, or person.)

<50 charac >

x don't know

r refused

C2

What kind of business, industry or service is this? 

(Get full description. e.g., elementary school,

municipal government, retail shoe store.)

<50 charac> 

x don't know

r refused

What kind of work did you  do?  (Get full

description, e.g., elementary school teacher,

<50 charac>

x don't know

1 yes

2 Self-employed [goto C16]
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C7 14 University diploma or certificate

Is this a permanent position or a temporary  above bachelor's level

position?  but below master's level

1 Permanent ( There was  no 15 Master's degree (e.g., M.A., M.Sc.,

  indication that the job would end  M.Ed.)

  at some definite point in time. 16 Degree in medicine, dentistry,

  e.g., hired  permanently with no  veterinary medicine, law,

  specified term.)  optometry or theology (M.D., 

2 Temporary (There was a  D.D.S,  D.M.D,  D.V.M., LL.B.,

  definite indication that the job  O.D., M.DIV.) 

  would terminate at some specified 17 Earned Ph.D. (e.g. Doctorate,

  point in time, e.g, hired for a six-  D.Sc., D.Ed.)

  month term.) 18 Other [goto C9]

x don't know r refused

r refused  [goto C10]

   [goto C8]

C8 Please specify OTHER.

When you were selected for  that job, what level of <50 charac>

education was needed to get the job? x don't know

x don't know r refused

1 No qualifications specified

[goto C12] C10

High School:

2 Some high school [goto C12] specific field of study?

3 High school diploma/certificate 1 yes  [goto C11]

[goto C12] 3 no

General Postsecondary:

4 Some postsecondary education (level r refused

 not specified)    [goto C12]

Trade or Vocational:

5 Some trade-vocational C11

6 Trade or vocational diploma/certificate What field(s) of study? (If two of equal

College:

7 Some college, CEGEP or similar <1 - 50 charac> First field of study

 institution, incl. nursing school <2 - 50 charac> Second field of study

8 Diploma or certificate from college, x don't know

 CEGEP or similar institution incl. r refused

 nursing school

University:

9 Some university (incl. university

 transfer in Alta. and B.C.)

10 University diploma or certificate

 below bachelor's level

11 Degree, level not specified

12 Bachelor's degree (e.g., B.A.,

 B.Sc., B.Ed.)

13 University diploma or certificate,

 level not specified

C9

Did the employer specify that it must be in a

x don't know

importance, enter both.)
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C12 14 University diploma or certificate

Did the employer specify that related work  above bachelor's level

experience was essential for that job?  but below master's level

1 yes 15 Master's degree (e.g., M.A., M.Sc.,

3 no  M.Ed.)

x don't know 16 Degree in medicine, dentistry,

r refused  veterinary medicine, law,

C13  D.D.S,  D.M.D,  D.V.M., LL.B.,

Has the level of education required to get this job  O.D., M.DIV.) 

changed since you started it? 17 Earned Ph.D. (e.g. Doctorate,

1 yes [goto C14]  D.Sc., D.Ed.)

3 no 18 Other   [goto C15]

x don't know r refused

r refused    [goto C16]

   [goto C16]

C14 Please specify OTHER.

What level of education is required for this job <50 charac>

now? x don't know

x don't know r refused

1 No qualifications specified

High School:

2 Some high school In this job, to what extent did you use any of the

3 High school diploma/certificate skills acquired from the educational program you

General Postsecondary:

4 Some postsecondary education (level 1 to a great extent

 not specified) 2 to some extent

Trade or Vocational:

5 Some trade-vocational 4 not at all

6 Trade or vocational diploma/certificate x don't know

College:

7 Some college, CEGEP or similar

 institution, incl. nursing school C17

8 Diploma or certificate from college, Considering all aspects of the job you had last

 CEGEP or similar institution incl. week, how satisfied were you with the job? 

 nursing school Would you say you were...

University:

9 Some university (incl. university 2 satisfied?

 transfer in Alta. and B.C.) 3 dissatisfied?

10 University diploma or certificate 4 very dissatisfied?

 below bachelor's level x don't know

11 Degree, level not specified r refused

12 Bachelor's degree (e.g., B.A.,

 B.Sc., B.Ed.)

13 University diploma or certificate,

 level not specified

 optometry or theology (M.D., 

C15

C16

completed in 1990? Would you say...

3 very little

r refused

1 very satisfied?For i
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C18 C21

Considering the duties and responsibilities of that What is the reason you usually worked less than

job, how satisfied were you with the money you 30 hours per week?

made? Would you say that you were... 1 Full-time work is under 30 hours a

1 very satisfied?  week. [goto C26]

2 satisfied? 2 Did not want full-time work.

3 dissatisfied? [goto C26]

4 very dissatisfied? 3 Own illness or disability.

x don't know 4 Personal or family responsibilities.

r refused 5 Going to school.

C18A 7 Other [goto C21A]

If C6 =2 (self-employed) [goto C19A] x don't know

If C6= 3 (other unpaid worker)   [goto C20] r refused

Otherwise [goto C19B]    [goto C22]

C19A C21A

Working your usual hours, approximately  what  Specify OTHER reason.

would be your personal gross annual earnings? <50 charac>

(Record to the nearest dollar) x don't know

$______,____   (1-999,994) r refusal

(If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994)

x don't know C22

r refused Last week, did you have a job to start at a definite

   [goto C20] date in the future?

C19B 3 no

Working your usual hours, approximately  what x don't know

would be your annual earnings, before taxes and r refused

deductions, at that job?    [goto C25]

(Record to the nearest dollar)

$______,____   (1-999,994) C23

(If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994) Will you usually work more than 30 hours per

x don't know week?

r refused 1 yes

C20 x don't know

How many hours a week did you usually work at r refused

that job?  (If it "varies", ask for an average of the    [goto C26]

last four weeks.)

___ hours  (1-130)

(if greater than 89, confirm)

x don't know

r refused

C20A

If C20 > 29 or “X” or “R” [goto C26]

Otherwise [goto C21]

6 Could only find part-time work.

1 yes [goto C23]

3 no [goto C24]

For i
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C24 C27

What is the reason you will usually work less than If ((C26 = 1994 and C26A = 12)

30 hours per week?  or C26 = 1995) [goto C30]

1 Full-time work is under 30 hours a Otherwise [goto C28]

 week. [goto C26]

2 Did not want full-time work. C28

[goto C26] In the job that you held last week, did you ever

3 Own illness or disability. work full-time for a period of six months or more?

4 Personal or family responsibilities. By this we mean doing the same kind of work for

5 Going to school. the same employer.

6 Could only find part-time work. 1 yes [goto C30]

7 Other [goto C24A] 3 no

x don't know x don't know

r refused r refused

   [goto C25]

C24A Did you ever work at that job for 30 hours or more

Specify OTHER reason. per week for a period of six months or more?

<50 charac> 1 yes

x don't know 3 no

r refusal x don't know

C25

Last week, were you looking for a full-time job or C30

a job at which you would usually work 30 or more Time Stamp

hours per week? If (C26 < 1992

1 yes or (C26 = 1992 and C26A <7)  [goto G0]

3 no Otherwise [goto D0]

x don't know

r refused

C26

What year did you begin the job you held last

week?

__ __ __ __(1950 - 1995) [goto C26A]

x don't know

r refused

   [goto C28] 

C26A

What month did you begin that job?

1 January  7 July

2 February  8 August

3 March  9 September

4 April 10 October

5 May 11 November

6 June 12 December

x don't know

r refused

C29

r refused

For i
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_______________________________________ D4

Section D.

Other job information for people who are

currently employed

_______________________________________ <50 charac>

D0 r refused

Time Stamp

D1 What kind of work did you  do?  (Get full

How many other jobs, not counting your current description, e.g., elementary school teacher, 

job, have you had since January 1992? By  “a manager of a biological research department,

job”, we mean doing the same kind of work for the shoe salesperson)

same employer. 1 (fill C3)

0 none <50 charac>

1 1 [goto D2] x don't know

2 2 [goto D3] r refused

3 3 or more

x don't know D6

r refused In this work, what were your most important

   [goto D36] activities or duties? (Get a full description , e.g.,

D2 research lab, selling shoes.)

I would like to ask a few questions about that job. 1 (fill C4) 

For whom did you work? (Name the agency or <50 charac>

government dept, or person, or business.) x don't know

1 (fill C1 or C1A) r refused

<50 charac>

x don't know D7

r refused How many hours a week did you usually work at

   [goto D4] that job? 

D3 weeks.)

I would like to ask you a few questions about the ___ hours (1-130)

first job you had since January 1992. For whom (if greater than 89, confirm)

did you work?  (Name the agency or government x don't know

dept, or person, or business.) r refused

1 (fill C1 or C1A)

<50 charac> D8

x don't know Were you a paid worker or self-employed?

r refused 1 Paid worker

What kind of business, industry or service is this? 

(Get full description. e.g., elementary school,

municipal government, retail shoe store.)

1 (fill C2)

x don't know

D5

teaching geography, managing a

(If it "varies", ask for an average of the last four

2 Self-employed [goto D10]

3 Other (e.g., unpaid family worker)

[goto D12]

x don't know

r refused

D9
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(Was/Is) this a permanent position or a temporary D13

position? What month did you start that job?

1 Permanent ( There was  no 1 January  7 July

   indication that the job would end 2 February  8 August

  at some definite point in time. 3 March  9 September

  e.g., hired  permanently with no 4 April 10 October

  specified term.) 5 May 11 November

2 Temporary (There was a 6 June 12 December

  definite indication that the job

  would terminate at some specified x don't know

  point in time, e.g, hired for a six- r refused

  month term.)

x don't know D14

r refused What year did you end that job?

   [goto D11] __ __ __ __(1950 - 1995) [goto D15]

D10 [goto D19]

Working your usual hours, approximately what x don't know

would your personal gross annual earnings (have r refused

been/be)at that job? [goto D18]

(Record to the nearest dollar)

$______,____   (1-999,994) D15

(If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994) If D12 > D14     CONFIRM D12 and D14

x don't know Otherwise [goto D16]

r refused

[goto D12] D16

D11 1 January  7 July

Working your usual hours, approximately what 2 February  8 August

would your annual earnings, before taxes and 3 March  9 September

deductions, (have been/be) at that job? 4 April 10 October

(Record to the nearest dollar) 5 May 11 November

$______,____   (1-999,994) 6 June 12 December

(If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994)

x don't know x don't know [goto D18]

r refused r refused [goto D18]

D12 D17

What year did you begin that job? If year started (D12) = year ended (D14)

__ __ __ __(1950 - 1995) [goto D13] Then month started (D13) must be <= month

x don't know ended (D16)

r refused If (D12 = D14) and D13 > D16

[goto D14] CONFIRM (D12, D13, D14, D16)

5 still working at that job

What month was it?

Otherwise [goto D18]
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D18 D21

What was the main reason you left that job? What kind of business, industry or service is this?

Left job because (of)

01 Own illness or disability municipal government, retail shoe store.)

02 Personal or family responsibilities 1 (fill C2)

(include changes in family 2 (fill D4)

 circumstances, serious family <50 charac> 

illness, etc.) r refused

03 Going to school

04 Promotion with same employer D22

05 Found a new job What kind of work did you do?  (Get full

06 Move to a new residence description, e.g., elementary school teacher,

07 Low pay manager of a biological research department,

08 Retirement shoe salesperson)

09 Working conditions (physical 1 (fill C3)

conditions, transportation 2 (fill D5)

problems or hours of work) <50 charac>

10 No opportunity for advancement r refused

11 Worried about job security or

 reduction in hours D23

12 Other In this work, what were your most important

Job ended due to:

13 Company moving or going out of

 business

14 Seasonal nature of job

15 Permanent layoff (caused by non

-seasonal conditions)

16 Labour dispute (strike or lockout)

17 Dismissal by the employer

18 Other

x don't know

r refused

D19

If D1 = 2 [goto D20]

Otherwise [goto D36]

D20

Now I would like to ask some questions about the

second job you had since January 1992. For whom

did you work?

(Name the agency or government dept, or

person, or business. )

1 (fill C1)

2 (fill D2 or D3)

<50 charac>

r refused

(Get full description. e.g., elementary school,

activities or duties? (Get a full description , e.g.,

teaching geography, managing a research lab,

selling shoes.)

1 (fill C4) 

2 (fill D6)

<50 charac>

r refused

D24

How many hours a week did you usually work at

that job? (If it "varies", ask for an average of the

last four weeks.)

___ hours  (1-130)

(if greater than 89, confirm)

x don't know

r refused

D25

Were you a paid worker or self-employed?

1 Paid worker

2 Self-employed [goto D27]

3 Other (e.g., unpaid family worker)

[goto D29]

x don't know

r refused
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D26 D30

(Was/Is) this a permanent position or a temporary What month did you start that job?

position? 1 January  7 July

1 Permanent ( There was  no 2 February  8 August

   indication that the job would end 3 March  9 September

  at some definite point in time. 4 April 10 October

  e.g., hired  permanently with no 5 May 11 November

  specified term.) 6 June 12 December

2 Temporary (There was a

  definite indication that the job x don't know

  would terminate at some specified r refused

  point in time, e.g, hired for a six-

  month term.) D31

x don't know What year did you end that job?

r refused __ __ __ __ (1950 - 1995)

   [goto D28] 5 still working at it [goto D36]

D27 r refused

Working your usual hours, approximately  what [goto D35]

would your personal gross annual earnings (have

been/be) at that job? D32

(Record to the nearest dollar) Year started must be <= year ended 

$______,____   (1-999,994) If D29 > D31     CONFIRM D29 and D31

(If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994) Otherwise [goto D33]

x don't know

r refused D33

[goto D29> What month was it?

D28 2 February  8 August

Working your usual hours, approximately  what 3 March  9 September

would your annual earnings, before taxes and 4 April 10 October

deductions, (have been/be) at that job? 5 May 11 November

(Record to the nearest dollar) 6 June 12 December

$______,____   (1-999,994)

(If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994) x don't know [goto D35]

x don't know r refused [goto D35]

r refused

D29 If year started = year ended 

What year did you begin that job? Then month started must be <= month ended

__ __ __ __ (1950 - 1995) If (D29 = D31) and D30 > D33

x don't know [goto D31] CONFIRM (D29, D30, D31, D33)

r refused [goto D31] Otherwise [goto D35]

x don't know [goto D35]

1 January  7 July

D34For i
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D35 _______________________________________

What was the main reason you left that job?

Left job because (of) Section E: Other job information for people

01 Own illness or disability

02 Personal or family responsibilities

(include changes in family

 circumstances, serious family

 illness, etc.)

03 Going to school

04 Promotion with same employer

05 Found a new job

06 Move to a new residence

07 Low pay

08 Retirement

09 Working conditions (physical

 conditions, transportation

 problems or hours of work) 

10 No opportunity for advancement

11 Worried about job security or

 reduction in hours

12 Other

Job ended due to: the same employer.

13 Company moving or going out of

 business

14 Seasonal nature of job

15 Permanent layoff (caused by non-

seasonal conditions)

16 Labour dispute (strike or lockout)

17 Dismissal by the employer

18 Other

  x don't know

  r refused

D36

Time Stamp

If D1 = 3 [goto F0]

Otherwise [goto G0]

who are not currently employed

_______________________________________

E0

Time Stamp

E1

Since January 1992, did you ever work at a job or

business?

1 yes [goto E2]

2 no

x don't know

r refused

   [goto E53]

E2

How many jobs have you had since that time? By

“a job”,  we mean doing the same kind of work for

1 one [goto E3A]

2 two [goto E3B] 

3 three [goto E3B]

4 four or more

x don't know

r refused

   [goto E53]

E3A

I would like to ask a few questions about that job. 

For whom did you work? (Name the agency or

government dept, or person, or business.)

<50 charac>

x don't know

r refused

   [goto E4]

E3B

I would like to ask a few questions about the first

job you had since January 1992..

For whom did you work? (Name the agency or

government dept, or

person, or business.)

<50 charac>

x don't know

r refused
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E4 Was this a permanent position or a temporary

What kind of business, industry or service is this? position?

(Get full description. e.g., elementary school, 1 Permanent ( There was  no

municipal government, retail shoe store.)    indication that the job would end

<50 charac>   at some definite point in time.

x don't know   e.g., hired  permanently with no

r refused   specified term.) [goto E11]

E5   point in time, e.g, hired for a six-

What kind of work did you do?   (Get full   month term.) [goto E11]

description, e.g., elementary school teacher, x don't know [goto E11]

manager of a biological research department, r refused [goto E11]

shoe salesperson.)

<50 charac> E10

x don't know Working your usual hours, approximately what

r refused would your personal gross annual earnings have

E6 (Record to the nearest dollar)

In this work, what were your most important $______,____   (1-999,994)

activities or duties?  (Get a full description , e.g., (If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994)

teaching geography, managing a x don't know

research lab, selling shoes.) r refused

<50 charac>    [goto E12]

x don't know

r refused E11

E7 would your annual earnings have been, before

How many hours a week did you usually work at taxes and deductions, at that job?

that job?  (If it "varies", ask for an average of the (Record to the nearest dollar)

last four weeks.) $______,____   (1-999,994)

___  hours  (1-130) (If greater than 89, confirm) (If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994)

x don't know x don't know

r refused r refused

E8 E12

Were you a paid worker or self-employed? What year did you begin that job?

1 Paid worker _ _ _ _  year (1950 - 1995) [goto E13]

2 Self-employed [goto E10] x don't know

3 Other (e.g., unpaid family worker) r refused

[goto E12]    [goto E14]

x don't know

r refused

E9 E13

2 Temporary (There was a

  definite indication that the job

  would terminate at some specified

been at that job?

Working your usual hours, approximately  what

What month did you start that job?

For i
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1 January  7 July 05 Found a new job

2 February  8 August 06 Move to a new residence

3 March  9 September 07 Low pay

4 April 10 October 08 Retirement

5 May 11 November 09 Working conditions (physical

6 June 12 December  conditions, transportation

x     don't know  problems or hours of work) 

r     refused 10 No opportunity for advancement

E14  reduction in hours

What year did you end that job? 12 Other

_ _ _ _  year (1950 - 1995) [goto E15]

x don't know 13 Company moving or going out of

r refused business

[goto E18] 14 Seasonal nature of job

E15 seasonal conditions)

Year started must be <= year ended 16  Labour dispute (strike or lockout)

If E12 > E14     CONFIRM E12 and E14 17 Dismissal by the employer

Otherwise [goto E16] 18 Other

E16   r refused

What month was it? E19

1 January  7 July If E2 = 2 [goto E20A]

2 February  8 August If E2 = 3 [goto E20B]

3 March  9 September Otherwise [goto G0]

4 April 10 October

5 May 11 November E20A

6 June 12 December I would like to ask a few questions about the other

x don't know [goto E18] job you had since January 1992..

r refused [goto E18] For whom did you work? (Name the agency or

E17 1 (fill E3A)

If year started  = year ended <50 charac>

Then month started) must be <= month ended x don't know

If (E12 = E14) and E13 > E16 r refused

CONFIRM (E12, E13 E14, E16) [goto E21]

Otherwise [goto E18]

E18 I would like to ask a few questions about the

What was the main reason you left that job? second job you had since January 1992..

Left job because (of)

01 Own illness or disability government dept, or person, or business.)

02 Personal or family responsibilities 1 (fill E3B)

(include changes in family <50 charac>

 circumstances, serious family x don't know

 illness, etc.) r refused

03 Going to school

04 Promotion with same employer E21

11 Worried about job security or

Job ended due to:

15 Permanent layoff (caused by non-

  x don't know

government dept, or person, or business.)

E20B

For whom did you work? (Name the agency or

For i
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What kind of business, industry or service is this? Was this a permanent position or a temporary

(Get full description. e.g., elementary school, position?

municipal government, retail shoe store.) 1 Permanent ( There was  no

1 (fill E4)    indication that the job would end

<50 charac>   at some definite point in time.

x don't know   e.g., hired  permanently with no

r refused   specified term.)

E22   definite indication that the job

What kind of work did you do? (Get full   would terminate at some specified

description, e.g., elementary school teacher,   point in time, e.g, hired for a six-

manager of a biological research department,   month term.)

shoe salesperson) x don't know

1 (fill E5) r refused

<50 charac>    [goto E28]

x don't know

r refused E27

E23 would your personal gross annual earnings have

In this work, what were your most important been at that job?

activities or duties?  (Get a full description , e.g., (Record to the nearest dollar)

teaching geography, managing a research lab, $______,____   (1-999,994)

selling shoes.) (If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994)

1 (fill E6) x don't know

<50 charac> r refused

r refused    [goto E29]

E24 E28

How many hours a week did you usually work at Working your usual hours, approximately what

that job? ( If respondent says ' it varies', ask for would your annual earnings have been, before

an average of the last four weeks.) taxes and deductions, at that job? 

___ hours (1-130) (Record to the nearest dollar)

(if greater than 89, confirm) $______,____   (1-999,994)

x don't know (If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994)

r refused x don't know

E25

Were you a paid worker or self-employed? E29

1 Paid worker What year did you begin the job?

2 Self-employed [goto E27] ____  year (1950 - 1995) [goto E30]

3 Other (e.g., unpaid family worker) x don't know

[goto E29] r refused

x don't know  [goto E31]

r refused

E26 What month did you start that job?

2 Temporary (There was a

Working your usual hours, approximately what

r refused

E30

1 January  7 July
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2 February  8 August 06 Move to a new residence

3 March  9 September 07 Low pay

4 April 10 October 08 Retirement

5 May 11 November 09 Working conditions (physical

6 June 12 December conditions, transportation

x don't know problems or hours of work) 

r refused 10 No opportunity for advancement

E31 reduction in hours

What year did you end that job? 12 Other

_ _ _ _  year (1950 - 1995) [goto E32]

x don't know

r refused

[goto E35]

E32

Year started must be <= year ended

If E29 > E31     CONFIRM E29 and E31

Otherwise [goto E33]

E33

What month was it?

1 January  7 July

2 February  8 August

3 March  9 September

4 April 10 October

5 May 11 November

6 June 12 December

x don't know [goto E35]

r refused [goto E35]

E34

If year started  = year ended

Then month started must be <= month ended

If (E29 = E31) and E30 > E33

CONFIRM (E29, E30, E31, E33)

Otherwise [goto E35]

E35

What was the main reason you left that job?

Left job because (of) store.)

01 Own illness or disability

02 Personal or family responsibilities

(include changes in family

 circumstances, serious family

 illness, etc.)

03 Going to school

04 Promotion with same employer

05 Found a new job

11 Worried about job security or

Job ended due to:

13 Company moving or going out of

 business

14 Seasonal nature of job

15 Permanent layoff (caused by non-

seasonal conditions)

16 Labour dispute (strike or lockout)

17 Dismissal by the employer

18 Other

  x don't know

  r refused

E36

If E2 = 3 [goto E37]

Otherwise [goto E53]

E37

I would like to ask a few questions about the third

job you had since January 1992..

For whom did you work? (Name the agency or

government dept, or person, or business. )

1 (fill E3B)

2 (fill E20B)

<50 charac>

x don't know

r refused

E38

What kind of business, industry or service is this? 

(Get full description. e.g., elementary

school, municipal government, retail shoe

1 (fill E4)

2 (fill E21)

<50 charac>

x don't know

r refused

E39
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What kind of work did you do?  (Get full Was it a permanent position or a temporary

description, e.g., elementary school teacher, position?

manager of a biological research department, 1 Permanent ( There was  no

shoe salesperson.)    indication that the job would end

1 (fill E5)   at some definite point in time.

2 (fill E22)   e.g., hired  permanently with no

<50 charac>   specified term.)

x don't know

r refused 2 Temporary (There was a

E40   would terminate at some specified

In that work, what were your most important   point in time, e.g, hired for a six-

activities or duties?  (Get a full description , e.g.,   month term.)

teaching geography, managing a x don't know

research lab, selling shoes.) r refused

1 (fill E6)    [goto E45]

2 (fill E23)

<50 charac> E44

x don't know Working your usual hours, approximately  what

r refused would your personal gross annual earnings have

E41 (Record to the nearest dollar)

How many hours a week did you usually work at $______,____   (1-999,994)

that job?  (If it "varies", ask for an average of the (If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994)

last four weeks.) x don't know

___ hours  (1-130) r refused

(if greater than 89, confirm)    [goto E46]

x don't know

r refused E45

E42 would your annual earnings have been, before

Were you a paid worker or self-employed? taxes and deductions, at that job? 

1 Paid worker (Record to the nearest dollar)

2 Self-employed [goto E44] $______,____  (1-999,994)

3 Other (e.g. unpaid family worker) (If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994)

[goto E46] x don't know

x don't know r refused

r refused

E43

  definite indication that the job

been at that job?

Working your usual hours, approximately  what

E46

What year did you begin the job?

_____  year (1950 - 1995) [goto E47]

x don't know

r refused

[goto E48]

E47

What month did you start that job?
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1 January  7 July 01 Own illness or disability

2 February  8 August 02 Personal or family responsibilities

3 March  9 September (include changes in family

4 April 10 October  circumstances, serious family 

5 May 11 November illness, etc.)

6 June 12 December 03 Going to school

x     don't know 04 Promotion with same employer

r      refused 05 Found a new job

E48 07 Low pay

What year did you end that job? 08 Retirement

_____  year (1950 - 1995) [goto E49] 09 Working conditions (physical

x don't know conditions, transportation

r refused problems or hours of work) 

[goto E52] 10 No opportunity for advancement

E49 reduction in hours

Year started must be <= year ended 12 Other

If E46 > E48     CONFIRM E46 and E48

Otherwise [goto E50] 13 Company moving or going out of

E50 14 Seasonal nature of job

What month was it? 15 Permanent layoff (caused by non-

1 January  7 July seasonal conditions)

2 February  8 August 16 Labour dispute (strike or lockout)

3 March  9 September 17 Dismissal by the employer

4 April 10 October 18  Other

5 May 11 November x don't know

6 June 12 December r refused

x don't know [goto E52]

r refused [goto E52] E53

E51 If E2 = 4 (4 or more jobs) [goto F0]

If year started  = year ended Otherwise [goto G0]

Then month started must be <= month ended 

If (E46 = E48) and E47 > E50

CONFIRM (E46, E47, E48, E50)

Otherwise [goto E52]

E52

What was the main reason you left that job?

Left job because (of)

06 Move to a new residence

11 Worried about job security or

Job ended due to:

business

Time Stamp
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_______________________________________ F3B

Section F. Currently working with more than 2

previous jobs or not currently working with

more than 3 previous jobs.

_______________________________________ dept, or person, or business. )

F0 <50 charac>

Time Stamp (If D1=3, fill job text note in F1) x don't know

F1 r refused

Since January 1992, how many of these were full-

time or 30 or more hours per week (not counting F4

your current job if currently employed)? What kind of business, industry or service is this? 

0 none (Get full description. e.g., elementary school,

1 one [goto F2A] municipal government, retail shoe store.)

2 two [goto F2B] 1 (fill C2)

3 three or more [goto F2B] <50 charac>

x don't know x don't know

r refused r refused

   [goto F16]

F2A What kind of work (did/do) you do?  (Get full

Did this last six months or more? description, e.g., elementary school teacher,

1 yes [goto F3A] manager of a biological research department,

3 no shoe salesperson.)

x don't know 1 (fill C3)

r refused <50 charac>

   [goto F16] x don't know

F2B

How many of these jobs lasted six months or F6

more? In that work, what (were/are) your most important

0 none activities or duties? (Get a full description , e.g.,

1 one [goto F3A] teaching geography, managing a research lab,

2 two [goto F3B] selling shoes.)

3 three or more [goto F3B] 1 (fill C4) 

x don't know <50 charac>

r refused x don't know

   [goto F16] r refused

F3A

I would like to ask you about that job. F7

For whom (did/do) you work in that job? (Name How many hours a week (did/do) you usually

the agency or government dept, or person, or work at that job?  (If it "varies", ask for an

business. ) average of the last four weeks.)

1 (fill C1) ___ hours  (1-130)

<50 charac> (if greater than 89, confirm)

x don't know x don't know

r refused r refused

   [goto F4]

I would like to ask you about the most recent one

of these jobs.  For whom did you work in that job?

(Name the agency or government

1 (fill C1)

F5

r refused
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F8 _____  years (1950 - 1995) [goto F12]

(Were/Are) you a paid worker or self-employed? x don't know

1 Paid worker r refused

2 Self-employed [goto F10A] [goto F13]

3 Other (e.g. unpaid family worker)

[goto F11] F12

x don't know What month did you start that job?

r refused 1 January  7 July

F9 3 March  9 September

(Was/Is) this a permanent position or a temporary 4 April 10 October

position? 5 May 11 November

1 Permanent ( There was  no 6 June 12 December

   indication that the job would end

  at some definite point in time. x don't know

  e.g., hired  permanently with no r refused

  specified term.)

2 Temporary (There was a F13

  definite indication that the job What year did you end that job?

  would terminate at some specified _____  years (1950 - 1995) [goto F13A]

  point in time, e.g, hired for a six- 5 still working at it [goto F16]

  month term.) x don't know

x don't know r refused

r refused [goto F15]

   [goto F10B]

F10A Year started must be <= year ended

Working your usual hours, approximately  what If F11 > F13     CONFIRM F11 and F13

would your personal gross annual earnings (have Otherwise [goto F14]

been/be)  at that job?

(Record to the nearest dollar) F14

$______,____  (1-999,994) What month was it?

(If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994) 1 January  7 July

x don't know 2 February  8 August

r refused 3 March  9 September

   [goto F11] 4 April 10 October

F10B 5 May 11 November

Working your usual hours, approximately  what 6 June 12 December

would your annual earnings (have been/be),

before taxes and deductions, at that job? x don't know [goto F15]

(Record to the nearest dollar) r refused [goto F15]

$______,____  (1-999,994)

(If greater than 999,994, enter 999,994)

x don't know

r refused

F11 If year started  = year ended

What year did you begin that job? Then month started  must be <= month ended

2 February  8 August

F13A

F14A
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If (F11 = F13) and F12 > F14 G0

CONFIRM (F11, F12, F13, F14) Time Stamp

Otherwise [goto F15]

F15 If JOB HISTORY (Section B,C, D, E or F)

What was the main reason you left that job? indicates that the respondent was employed for

Left job because (of)

01 Own illness or disability

02 Personal or family responsibilities

(include changes in family

circumstances, serious family

illness, etc.)

03 Going to school

04 Promotion with same employer

05 Found a new job

06 Move to a new residence

07 Low pay

08 Retirement

09 Working conditions (physical

conditions, transportation

problems or hours of work) 

10 No opportunity for advancement

11 Worried about job security or

reduction in hours

12 Other

Job ended due to:

13 Company moving or going out of

business

14 Seasonal nature of job

15 Permanent layoff (caused by non-

seasonal conditions)

16 Labour dispute (strike or lockout)

17 Dismissal by the employer

18 Other

  x don't know

  r refused

F16

Time Stamp

_______________________________________

Section G : Activities in 1994

_______________________________________

G1

all of 1994 [goto G13]

Otherwise [goto G2]

G2

Now some questions about the whole of 1994.

During that year, were you ever without a job or

business because you were going to school?

1 Yes

3 No

x don't know

r refused

G3

During that year, were you ever without a job or

business because of personal or family

responsibilities?

1 Yes

3 No

x don't know

r refused

G4

During that year, were you ever without a job or

business because you couldn't find work?

1 Yes

3 No

x don't know

r refused

G5

During that year, were you ever without a job or

business for any other reason?

1 Yes [goto G6]

3 No

x don't know

r refused

   [goto G7]

G6

Specify OTHER reason.

<50 charac>

x don't know
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r refused (cannot be greater than G8-G9)

G7 x don't know [goto G13]

If (G2, G3, G4 or G5) = 1 [goto  G8] r refused [goto G13]

Otherwise [goto G13]

G8 If (G8-G9-G10-G11) = 0 [goto G13]

Considering all these reasons, how many months Otherwise [goto G12]

in total were you without a job in 1994?

(If less than 1 month, enter 1) G12

___ Number of months (1-12) During the (fill G8-G9-G10-G11) month period

x don't know [goto G13]

r refused [goto G13]

G9

How much of this...(fill G8)...month period were

you a full-time student?

___ Number of months (1-12)

(cannot be greater than G8)

0 none [goto G10]

x don't know [goto G10]

r refused [goto G10]

G9E

If G8-G9 = 0 [goto G13]

Otherwise [goto G11]

G10

During this ...(fill G8)... month period, how many

months in total were you looking for a job?

___ Number of months (1-12) [goto G10E]

(cannot be greater than G8)

0 none [goto G10E]

x don't know [goto G13]

r refused [goto G13]

G10E

If (G8-G10) = ‘0' [goto G13]

Otherwise [goto G11E]

G11

During the remaining (fill G8-G9) month period,

how many months in total were you looking for a

job?

___ Number of months (1-12) [goto G11E]

0 none [goto G11E]

G11E

when you were NOT looking for a job, how many

months were you waiting to start a new job, or to

return to an old job? 

(If less than 1 month, enter 1)

____  Number of months (1-12) 

 (G12 must be <= G8-G9-G10-G11+1)

0 none

x don't know

r refused

G13

Time Stamp

_______________________________________

Section H.  Education

Complete programs and other training

_______________________________________
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H0 1 Registered apprenticeship

Time Stamp [goto HA6]

HA1  diploma

Since June 1992 have you completed any 3 Community college or CEGEP

education or training that has led to a degree,  certificate or diploma

diploma, certificate or licence? 4 Technical institute diploma or

1 Yes [goto HA2]  certificate

3 No 5 Hospital school of nursing or school

x don't know  of radiology certificate or diploma

r refused 6 University diploma or certificate

[goto HF1]  below bachelor's degree

HA2  B.Sc, B.Ed., B.A.Sc, B.Eng.)

In what year did you complete the requirements 8 First professional degree (degree in

for this program?  law, medicine, dentistry, veterinary

___ year (1992 - 1995) [goto HA3]  medicine or optometry, Ll.B.,

x don't know  M.D., D.D.S., D.M.D., D.V.M.,

r refused  O.D.)

If < 1992 [goto HA1] 9 University diploma or certificate

[goto HA4]  above bachelor's degree

HA3  M.Ed., M.B.A., M.A.Sc., M.Eng.)

In what month did you complete the requirements 11 Ph.D. degree  (e.g., Doctorate,

for this program?  D.Sc., D.Ed.)

1 January 7 July 12 Professional  association diploma,

2 February 8 August  certificate or licence such as in

3 March 9 September accounting, banking or insurance

4 April 10 October 13 Other [goto HA5]

5 May 11 November  x don't know

6 June 12 December  r refused

x don't know r refused [goto HA7]

HA3A HA5

If HA3 < 7 and HA2 = 1992 What OTHER degree, diploma, certificate or licence

  Display "Completion date is before July, 1992, was it?

return to HA1 <50 charac>

Otherwise [goto HA4] x don't know

HA4 HA6

What type(s) of degree, diploma, certificate or What trade was it?

licence was it? <50 charac>

0 High school diploma x don't know

2 Trade/vocational certificate or

7 Bachelor's degree (e.g., B.A.,

10 Master's degree (e.g., M.A., M.Sc.,

r refused

[goto HA7]
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r refused HA12

[goto HA8] Did you receive more than 100 hours of instruction

HA7 1 Yes

What was the major field of study or specialization? 3 No [goto HA13]

<50 charac> x don't know

r refused r refused

HA8

What was the main reason you took this program? HA13

1 to get a job How many hours of instruction in total did you

2 to get a better/another job receive in this program?

3 to keep a job ___ hours (1-100)

4 to do my present job better x don't know

5 to earn more r refused

6 for general self-improvement

[goto HA11] HB1

7 other [goto HA11] Have you completed any other education or training

x don't know [goto HA11] that has led to a degree, diploma, certificate or

r refused [goto HA11]

HA9

If A1 or A2 = 1 [goto HA10]

Otherwise [goto HA11]

HA10

To what extent are you using the skills or knowledge

acquired in this program at work?

Would you say...

1 to a great extent

2 to some extent

3 very little

4 not at all

x don't know

r refused

HA11

If HA4 = (7,8,10 or 11) [goto HB1]

Otherwise [goto HA12]

in this program?

[goto HB1]

licence since June 1992?

1 Yes [goto HB2]

3 No

x don't know

r refused

[goto HF1]
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The questions for completed programs and other training (HA1 - HA13) will repeat to allow for a maximum of

five completed programs. 

Question Second Third Fourth Fifth

Have you completed any other... *** HC1 HD1 HE1

Year completed... HB2 HC2 HD2 HE2

Month completed... HB3 HC3 HD3 HE3

Type of degree... HB4 HC4 HD4 HE4

Other type (specify).. HB5 HC5 HD5 HE5

Type of trade... HB6 HC6 HD6 HE6

Major field of study... HB7 HC7 HD7 HE7

Main reason for taking program... HB8 HC8 HD8 HE8

Edit for employment... HB9 HC9 HD9 HE9

Using skills in current job... HB10 HC10 HD10 HE10

Edit for type of degree... HB11 HC11 HD11 HE11

More than 100 hours of instruction... HB12 HC12 HD12 HE12

Less than 100 hours... HB13 HC13 HD13 HE13

Incomplete programs and other training

HF1 Did any of these job-related courses, workshops or

Since June 1992, have you taken any other courses, seminars last 20 hours or more?

workshops, seminars, tutorials, correspondence 1 Yes [goto HG1]

courses or any other training or education? 3 No

1 Yes [goto HF2] x don't know

3 No r refused

x don't know [goto HM1]

r refused

[goto HM1] HG1

HF2 lasted 20 hours or more, could it lead to a degree,

Were any of these courses, workshops or seminars diploma or certificate?

job-related? 1 Yes [goto HG2]

1 Yes [goto HF3] 3 No

3 No x don't know

x don't know r refused

r refused [goto HG5]

[goto HM1]

HF3

Thinking of the most recent job-related course that
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HG2 HG5

What type of degree, diploma, certificate or licence What was the major field of study or specialization

would that be? or course name?

1 Registered apprenticeship <50 charac>

 [goto  HG4] x don't know

2 Trade/vocational certificate or r refused

 diploma

3 Community college or CEGEP HG6

 certificate or diploma What was the main reason you took this course?

4 Technical institute diploma or 1 to get a job [goto HG8]

 certificate 2 to get a better/another job [goto HG8]

5 Hospital school of nursing or school 3 to keep a job [goto HG8]

 of radiology  certificate or diploma 4 to earn more [goto HG8]

6 University diploma or certificate 5 to do my present job better

 below bachelor's  degree [goto HG9]

7 Bachelor's degree (e.g., B.A., B.Sc, 6 it is part of a certificate, degree,

 B.Ed.,  B.A.Sc, B.Eng.)  diploma, licence program

8 First professional degree (degree in [goto HG8]

 law, medicine, dentistry, veterinary 7 for general self-improvement

 medicine or optometry, Ll.B.,  M.D., 8 other [goto HG7]

 D.D.S., D.M.D., D.V.M., O.D.) x don't know

9 University diploma or certificate r refused

 above bachelor's  degree [goto HG10]

10 Master's degree (e.g., M.A., M.Sc.,

 M.Ed., M.B.A., M.A.Sc., M.Eng.) HG7

11 Ph.D. (e.g. Doctorate, D.Sc., D.Ed.) Other main reason for taking course.

12 Professional association diploma, <50 charac>

 certificate or licence such as in x don't know

 accounting, banking or Insurance r refused

13 Other [goto HG3]     [goto HG10]

 x don't know

 r refused HG8

[goto HG5] If A1 or A2 = 1 [goto HG9]

HG3

Please specify OTHER degree, diploma, certificate HG9

or licence. To what extent are you using the skills or knowledge

<50 charac> acquired in this course at work?

x don't know Would you say...

r refused 1 to a great extent

[goto HG5] 2 to some extent

HG4 4 not at all

What trade was it? x don't know

<50 charac> r refused

x don't know

r refused

[goto HG6]

Otherwise [goto HG10]

3 very little
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HG10 HG13

Did you receive more than 100 hours of instruction Other training given by...

in this course, workshop or seminar? <50 charac>

1 Yes x don't know

3 No [goto HG11] r refused

x don't know

r refused HG14

[goto HG12] Since June of 1992, have you taken any other job

HG11 education lasting 20 hours or more?

How many hours of training did you receive in this 1 Yes [goto HH1]

course, workshop or seminar? 3 No

___ hours (1-100) x don't know

x don't know r refused

r refused [goto HM1]

HG12

Who gave this training? (who supplied the

instruction for the course)

1 elementary or high school

2 community college, technical

 institute, CEGEP

3 university

4 business or commercial school

5 your company

6 an outside company

7 other [goto HG13]

8 self instruction

x don't know

r refused

[goto HG14]

related courses, workshops, or any other training or
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The questions for incomplete programs and other training (HG1 - HG14) will repeat to allow for a maximum of

six completed programs. 

Question Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth

Could the next most recent lead to a HH1 HI1 HJ1 HK1 HL1

degree...

Type of degree... HH2 HI2 HJ2 HK2 HL2

Other type (specify)... HH3 HI3 HJ3 HK3 HL3

Type of trade... HH4 HI4 HJ4 HK4 HL4

Major field of study... HH5 HI5 HJ5 HK5 HL5

Main reason for taking program... HH6 HI6 HJ6 HK6 HL6

Specify other main reason... HH7 HI7 HJ7 HK7 HL7

Edit for employment... HH8 HI8 HJ8 HK8 HL8

Using skills in current job... HH9 HI9 HJ9 HK9 HL9

More than 100 hours of instruction.. HH10 HI10 HJ10 HK10 HL10

Less than 100 hours... HH11 HI11 HJ11 HK11 HL11

Who gave training... HH12 HI12 HJ12 HK12 HL12

Specify who gave training... HH13 HI13 HJ13 HK13 HL13

Have you taken any other... HH14 HI14 HJ14 HK14 ****

Master's with or without Ph.D (Doctorate)

HM1 From our records, you told us that you had a ...(fill

Edit for MASTERS; HLOS)... degree by mid-1992. Is this correct?

If (HA4, HB4, HC4, HD4 or HE4 = 11) 1 PhD [goto HM2]

or HLOS = 8 [goto HM2] 2 Masters [goto HM3]

Else if (HA4, HB4, HC4, HD4 or HE4 = 10) 3 no [goto HM1B]

and HLOS < 8 [goto HM3] x don't know

Else if HLOS >= 7 [goto HM1A] r refused

Otherwise [goto HP1] [goto HP1]

HM1A
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HM1B HM5

What level of degree, diploma or certificate did you Please specify OTHER reason.

have by mid-1992? <50 charac>

1 Masters [goto HM3] x don't know

2 other r refused

x don't know [goto HP1]

r refused

HM1C Why?  (Mark all that apply)

If (HA4, HB4, HC4, HD4 1 better job security

or HE4 =10) [goto HM3] 2 to teach at university or communitty

Otherwise [goto HP1]  college

HM2 4 better job opportunities

The next question is with regard to the pursuit of 5 other [goto HM7]

your doctorate. Why did you attain your PhD? x don't know

1 better job security r refused

2 to teach at university or community [goto HP1]

 college

3 to do research HM7

4 better job opportunities Please specify OTHER reason.

5 other <50 charac>

x don't know x don't know

r refused r refused

[goto HN1] [goto HP1]

HM3 HN1

Do you plan to pursue a PhD (doctorate level or Ph.D's who don't teach at university or college?

equivalent advanced degree)? Display text in B8, B14, C3, OCCU.

1 Yes [goto HM6]

3 No [goto HM4] 1 If  TEACHER 

x don't know ("professor", "university/college

r refused  professor, teacher, lecturer"

[goto HP1] [goto HP1]

HM4

Why not? HN2

(Mark all that apply) Have you ever taught at university, community

1 I have a good job college, CEGEP, technical institute or similar

2 I don't see any value in a PhD institution?

3 unhappy with academic life 1 yes [goto HN3]

4 high financial cost 3 no [goto HN6]

5 other personal family responsibilities x don’t know [goto HP1]

6 other [goto HM5] r refused [goto HP1]

x don't know

r refused

[goto HP1]

HM6

3 to do research

3 No teaching, not sure [goto HN2]
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HN3 HN7

Do you currently teach at one of these Please specify OTHER reason.

institutions?(community college, CEGEP, technical <50 charac>

institute or similar institution? x don't know

1 Yes r refused

3 No [goto HN4]

x don't know

r refused

[goto HP1] HP1

HN4 same field of study or specialization that you

Why don't you teach anymore (at university or completed in 1990? (fill ...FoS1)

college)? 1 Yes

1 maternity or paternity leave 3 No [goto HP2]

2 other personal family responsibilities x don't know

3 position terminated r refused

4 better job opportunity elsewhere [goto HQ1]

5 couldn't get tenure

6 other [goto HN5] HP2

x don't know Why not?

r refused 1 this field wasn't my first choice

[goto HP1] 2 couldn't find work in my field

HN5 4 not satisfied with salary in current job

Please specify OTHER reason. 5 other [goto HP3]

<50 charac> x don't know

x don't know r refused

r refused [goto HQ1]

[goto HP1]

HN6 Please specify OTHER reason.

Why haven't you taught (at university or college)? <50 charac>

1 no positions available in my discipline x don't know

2 I could make more money outside r refused

 university

3 other personal family responsibilities

4 unhappy with academic life

5 better job opportunities outside

 university or college HQ1

6 too much stress The next few questions are regarding student loans.

7 other [goto HN7]

x don't know HQ2

r refused If "Student Loan Status" = (No or Blank)

[goto HP1] [goto HQ3]

Retrospective view

If you could choose again, would you select the

3 not satisfied with current job

HP3

Student Loans

Otherwise [goto HQ4]
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HQ3 HQ8

Did you ever borrow money to finance any of your What year do you expect to have your student loan

education through the student loan program? paid off?

1 Yes [goto HQ4] ____ Year (1995-2009)

3 No x don't know

x don't know r refused

r refused

[goto HQ10] HQ9

HQ4 repaying your student loan?

How much do you owe to the student loan program 1 Yes

now? 3 No

(Record to the nearest dollar) x don't know

$______ (1-99994) [goto HQ5] r refused

(if greater than $20,000, confirm)

0 Zero HQ10

x don't know The next questions are with regard to loans from

r refused other sources to finance education. 

[goto HQ9]

HQ5 If "Other Loan Status" = (No or Blank)

Do you make payments monthly, bi-weekly, weekly, [goto HQ12]

or some other payment schedule? Otherwise [goto HQ13]

1 monthly

2 bi-weekly HQ12

3 weekly Did you ever borrow money to finance any of your

4 other [goto HQ6] education from other sources such as relatives or

5 don't make payments [goto HQ9] directly from a bank?

6 defaulted on loan [goto HQ10] 1 yes [goto HQ13]

x don't know [goto HQ9] 3 no

r refused [goto HQ9] x don't know

[goto HQ7] r refused

HQ6

Please specify OTHER payment arrangements. HQ13

<50 charac> How much do you now owe to these other sources?

x don't know (such as relatives or directly from a bank)

r refused (Record to nearest dollar)

[goto HQ9] $_____ (1-99994)

HQ7 x don't know

What is your...(fill FTx)...payment? r refused

 $______  (1-99994)

x don't know

r refused

Did you have (Have you had) any difficulties in

HQ11

[goto HR1]

0 zero
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HQ14 HR5

Did you have (Have you had) any difficulties in Please describe your ability to speak effectively.

repaying this money? Would you say your ability is ...

1 yes 1 excellent

3 no 2 very good

x don't know 3 good

r refused 4 not very good [goto HR9]

Skills Analysis

HR1 To what extent did you get this ability from your

I'd like to ask you about some of the skills or education or training?  Would you say...

abilities you may have developed either in school  or 1 to a great extent

at work.  Please describe your ability to write clearly 2 to some extent

and concisely.  Would you say your ability is ... 3 not very much

1 excellent 4 not at all

2 very good x don't know

3 good r refused

4 not very good [goto HR5]

x don't know [goto HR5] HR7

r refused [goto HR5] If A1 or A2 = 1 [goto HR8]

HR2

To what extent did you get this ability from your

education or training?  Would you say... HR8

1 to a great extent To what extent do you use this ability in your

2 to some extent current (main) job? Would you say...

3 not very much 1 to a great extent

4 not at all 2 to some extent

x don't know 3 not very much

r refused 4 not at all

HR3 r refused

If A1 or A2 = 1 [goto HR4]

Otherwise [goto HR5] HR9

HR4 critically. Would you say your ability is...

To what extent do you use this ability in your 1 excellent

current (main) job? Would you say... 2 very good

1 to a great extent 3 good

2 to some extent 4 not very good [goto HR13]

3 not very much x don't know [goto HR13]

4 not at all r refused [goto HR13]

x don't know

r refused

x don't know [goto HR9]

r refused [goto HR9]

HR6

Otherwise [goto HR9]

x don't know

Please describe your ability to analyse or to thinkFor i
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HR10 HR16

To what extent did you get this ability from your To what extent do you use this ability in your

education or training? Would you say... current (main) job? Would you say...

1 to a great extent 1 to a great extent

2 to some extent 2 to some extent

3 not very much 3 not very much

4 not at all 4 not at all

x don't know x don't know

r refused r refused

HR11 HR17

If A1 or A2 = 1 [goto HR12] Please describe your ability to absorb and use new

Otherwise [goto HR13] information easily. Would you say your ability is ...

HR12 2 very good

To what extent do you use this ability in your 3 good

current (main) job? Would you say... 4 not very good [goto HR21]

1 to a great extent x don't know [goto HR21]

2 to some extent r refused [goto HR21]

3 not very much

4 not at all HR18

x don't know To what extent did you get this ability from your

r refused education or training?  Would you say...

HR13 2 to some extent

Please describe your ability to solve problems 3 not very much

effectively.  Would you say your ability is ... 4 not at all

1 excellent x don't know

2 very good r refused

3 good

4 not very good [goto HR17] HR19

x don't know [goto HR17] If A1 or A2 = 1 [goto HR20]

r refused [goto HR17] Otherwise [goto HR21]

HR14 HR20

To what extent did you get this ability from your To what extent do you use this ability in your

education or training? Would you say... current (main) job? Would you say...

1 to a great extent 1 to a great extent

2 to some extent 2 to some extent

3 not very much 3 not very much

4 not at all 4 not at all

x don't know x don't know

r refused r refused

HR15

If A1 or A2 = 1 [goto HR16]

Otherwise [goto HR17]

1 excellent

1 to a great extent
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HR21 HR26

Please describe your ability to work effectively with To what extent did you get this ability from your

others. Would you say your ability is ... education or training? Would you say...

1 excellent 1 to a great extent

2 very good 2 to some extent

3 good 3 not very much

4 not very good [goto HR25] 4 not at all

x don't know [goto HR25] x don't know

r refused [goto HR25] r refused

HR22 HR27

To what extent did you get this ability from your If A1 or A2 = 1 [goto HR28]

education or training?  Would you say... Otherwise [goto HR29]

1 to a great extent

2 to some extent HR28

3 not very much To what extent do you use this ability in your

4 not at all current (main) job? Would you say...

x don't know 1 to a great extent

r refused 2 to some extent

HR23 4 not at all

If A1 or A2 = 1 [goto HR24] x don't know

Otherwise [goto HR25] r refused

HR24 HR29

To what extent do you use this ability in your Please describe your ability to learn and use new

current (main) job? Would you say... technology on the job.  Would you say your ability

1 to a great extent is ...

2 to some extent 1 excellent

3 not very much 2 very good

4 not at all 3 good

x don't know 4 not very good [goto HS1]

r refused x don't know [goto HS1]

HR25

Please describe your ability to lead or supervise HR30

others. Would you say your ability is ... To what extent did you get this ability from your

1 excellent education or training?  Would you say...

2 very good 1 to a great extent

3 good 2 to some extent

4 not very good [goto HR29] 3 not very much

x don't know [goto HR29] 4 not at all

r refused [goto HR29] x don't know

3 not very much

r refused [goto HS1]

r refused

HR31

If A1 or A2 = 1 [goto HR32]

Otherwise [goto HS1]
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HR32 HS5

To what extent do you use this ability in your ...job-search course

current (main) job? Would you say... 1 yes

1 to a great extent 3 no

2 to some extent 5 never took a job-search course

3 not very much x don’t know

4 not at all r refused

x don't know

r refused HS6

HS1 1 yes

Did any of the following activities help you in 3 no

finding a job after graduation in 1990? 5 never had any work experience

x don’t know

...cooperative education r refused

1 yes

3 no

4 never had a job since 1990   [goto HS7] HS7

5 never took cooperative education Time Stamp

x don’t know

r refused _______________________________________

HS2

...mentoring _______________________________________

1 yes

3 no I0

5 never had a mentor Time Stamp

x don’t know

r refused I1

HS3 interview. What is your marital status? Are you... 

...summer part-time work 1 now married?

1 yes 2 living common-law?

3 no 3 single, that is never married?

5 never had a summer part-time job 4 a widow/widower?

x don’t know 5 separated?

r refused 6 divorced?

x don't know

HS4 r refused

...volunteer work

1 yes

3 no

5 never did volunteer work

x don’t know

r refused

...other work experience

Section I: GENERAL QUESTIONS

Now some general questions to complete the
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I2 I6

Do you have any dependent children? Are you limited in the kind or amount of activity

1 yes [goto I2A]

3 no

x don't know

r refused

   [goto I4]

I2A

How many dependent children do you have?

___ (1-20)

r refused [goto I4]

I3

Please tell me their ages. (Record age in years as of

last birthday, 0-50)

1 __ __

2 __ __

3 __ __

4 __ __

5 __ __

6 __ __

7 __ __

8 __ __

x don't know

r refused

I4

Are you limited in the kind or amount of activity you

can do at HOME because of a long-term physical

condition, mental condition or health problem, that

is, one that has lasted or is expected to last six

months or more?

1 yes

3 no

x don't know

r refused

I5

Are you limited in the kind or amount of activity you

can do at SCHOOL (because of a long-term r refused

physical condition, mental condition or health

problem, that is, one that has lasted or is expected

to last six months or more)?

1 yes

3 no

5 not applicable

x don't know

r refused

you can do at WORK (because of a long-term

physical condition, mental condition or health

problem, that is, one that has lasted or is expected

to last six months or more)?

1 yes

3 no

5 not applicable

x don't know

r refused

I7

Are you limited in the kind or amount of activity

you can do in any OTHER ACTIVITIES, such as

travel or leisure time activities (because of a long-

term physical condition, mental condition or

health problem, that is, one that has lasted or is

expected to last six months or more)?

1 yes

3 no

x don't know

r refused

I8

Do you have any long-term disabilities or handicaps,

that is, ones that have lasted or are expected to last

six months or more?

1 yes

3 no

x don't know

r refused

I9

What was your total personal income from all

sources before taxes and deductions for the last 12

months? (Record to the nearest dollar)

$____,____ (0-999,994)

(if greater than 999,994, enter 999,994)

x don't know
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I10 I14

During 1994, did you take part in any training Did you take part in any other life skills training

programs through a Canada Employment Centre through a Canada Employment Centre (e.g.-

(Human Resources Development Canada - EIC)? preparation for employment such as resume

1 yes [goto I10A] preparation, job search methods, job interview

3 no preparation, etc.)?

x don't know 1 yes

r refused 3 no

   [goto I19] x don't know

I10A

If HLOS > 1 or HA4 > 2 or HB4 >2 I15

or HC4 > 2 or HD4 > 2 or HE4>2 Who referred you for this training?

or HG2 > 2 or HH2 > 2 or HI2 >2  Was it...an employer?

or HJ2 > 2 or HK2 > 2 or HL2 > 2 1 yes [goto I19]

[goto I12] 3 no

Otherwise [goto I11] x don't know

r refused

I11

Were any of these for basic skills or literacy I16

upgrading (academic upgrading)? Who referred you for this training?

1 yes  Was it...a Canada Employment Centre?

3 no 1 yes [goto I19]

x don't know 3 no

r refused x don't know

I12

Were any of these for vocational or skills training? I17

(apprenticeships, technical training, trade Who referred you for this training?

courses, etc.)  Was it...some other group or organization?

1 yes 1 yes [goto I18]

3 no 3 no

x don't know x don't know

 r refused  r refused

I13

Were any of these for language training? I18

1 yes Please specify which group or organization

3 no <50 charac>

x don't know x don't know

r refused r refused

r refused

r refused

 [goto I19]
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I19 I23

We may wish to contact you for a future survey. Province, Territory of contact (fill Prov.)

Would you please give me the name, address and  0 Newfoundland

telephone number of someone we could contact if  1 Prince Edward Island 

you move.We will contact this person only to obtain  2 Nova Scotia

your new address or telephone number.  3 New Brunswick

(Fill 1992 Contact)  4 Quebec

1 same contact as in 1992  5 Ontario

    [goto I20A]  6 Manitoba

2 new contact  7 Saskatchewan

3 unable to provide contact   [goto I27]  8 Alberta

4 refused to provide contact   [goto I27]  9 British Columbia

I20 11 Yukon

Name of contact.  r refusal

1 (fill Name of Contact) [goto I20A]

<50 charac> [Goto I20A] I24

r refused [Goto I27] Mailing postal code of contact .

I20A <6 charac>  (first letter, second number,

Does this person live at the same address as you?  third letter, fourth number, fifth letter,

1 yes [goto I26]  sixth number)

3 no x don't know

r refused [goto I25] r refused

I21 I25

Mailing address of contact? Home phone number for contact.

1 (fill Address of Contact) 1 (fill Phone3)

<50 charac> <10 charac>

r refused x don't know

I22

City, town, village or municipality of the contact I26

1 (fill City of Contact) Work phone number for contact...(fill Phone4)

<50 charac> 1 (fill Phone4)

r refused <10 charac>

10 Northwest Territories

1 (fill PC2)

r refused

x don't know

r refusedFor i
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I27

INTERVIEWER: READ THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT CONCERNING JOINT 

COLLECTION AND DATA -SHARING EXACTLY AS WORDED.

To avoid duplication of enquiry, Statistics Canada is again conducting this survey jointly

with Human Resources Development Canada and the provincial Ministries of Education 

and Labour. The information provided to these departments will not contain names or other 

identifying data and will be kept confidential and used only for statistical purposes.

Do you agree to share your answers?

1 yes

3 no

x don't know

r refused

I28

END OF INTERVIEW:

Thank you for your participation in this survey.

I29

Province or territory where respondent was located when interviewed:

 0 Newfoundland

 1 Prince Edward Island 

 2 Nova Scotia

 3 New Brunswick

 4 Quebec

 5 Ontario

 6 Manitoba

 7 Saskatchewan

 8 Alberta

 9 British Columbia

10 Northwest Territories

11 Yukon

I30

Language of interview:

1 English

2 French

3 bothFor i
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